
What genre(s) of anime would you like to 
see in the future? 
action 
action 
action 
Action 
action 
action 
action (movies only please) 
action/adventure 
adventure 
adventure 
Adventure 
comedy 
comedy 
Comedy 
comedy 
Comedy 
Comedy 
Comedy 
Comedy 
comedy 
comedy 
dark type stuff 
drama 
drama 
Drama 
Drama 
fantasy 
Fantasy 
Fantasy 
fantasy 
fantasy 
girly 
Horror 
magic 
martial arts 
Maybe some Sci-Fi 
mecha 
mecha 
Mecha 
mechanic 
more mecha 
Mystery 
Psychological 
romance 
romantic 
samurai 
Samurai fantasy 
Science Fiction 
science fiction 
sci-fi/fantasy 
Shoujo 
Shoujo 
shoujo 
Shounen 
Slice of Life 
Supernatural 
wierd/artistic 

Are there any anime 
specifically that you would 
like CTRL-A to show?(please 
separate each show with a 
comma)  
 
12 kingdoms 
AIR 
Air 
Angelique 
any Slayers 
any Tenchi Muyo 
Armored Trooper Votoms 
Beck: Mongolian Chop Squad 
Blood + 
Cowboy Bepop 
Divergence Eve 
Eureka 7 
Fantastic Children 
Fate Stay Night 
Fate/Stay Night (is it in NA 
yet?) 
Final Fantasy: Unlimited 
Full Metal Panic 
Full Metal Panic The Second 
Raid 
Gantz 
Gestalt 
Gintama 
Gokudo 
GTO 
Gun X Sword 
Gundam Seed 
Gunparade March 
Hikaru no Go 
Hikaru No Go 
Honey and Clover 
Hoshizora Kiseki 
Hunter X Hunter 
Jojo's Bizzare Adventure 
Kagihime 
Kaleido Star 
Kaleido Star 
Karas 
Karas 
Kodocha 
Kodocha 
Lain 
Legend of Basara 
Mai HiME 
Matantei Loki Ragnarok 
Mirage of Blaze 
Miyuki-Chan in Wonderland 
Monster 
More Ghibli/Miyazaki movies 
more of the R2 series we were 
seeing like Honey and Clover 
My (Mai?) HiME 

Mythical Detective Loki 
Ragnarok 
Noir 
Now and Then Here and There 
Otogizoushi 
Panda-Z 
Paradise Kiss 
Peacemaker Kurogane 
Peacemaker Kurogane 
Piano 
Prefectural Earth Defense 
Force 
Princess Mononoke 
Real Bout High School 
Rozen Maiden 
Rumiko Anthology 
Rurouni Kenshin 
sailor moon 
Samurai 7 
Samurai X: Trust and Betrayal 
School Rumble (R2) 
Seraphim Call 
Shakugan No Shana 
 Sister Princess 
slayers 
Spirited Away 
Strawberry Panic 
Studio Ghibli films 
Triplets of Belleville 
Tsukihime 
xxxHolic 
Yakitate!! Japan (R2) X2 (and 
the bread one, funny answer so 
I included it :p) 



AIR 2
Hikaru no Go 2
Kaleido Star 2
Karas 2
Kodocha 2
Peacemaker Kurogane 2
Yakitate!! Japan (R2) 2
 Sister Princess 1
12 kingdoms 1
Angelique 1
any Slayers 1
any Tenchi Muyo 1
Armored Trooper Votoms 1
Beck: Mongolian Chop Squad 1
Blood + 1
Cowboy Bepop 1
Divergence Eve 1
Eureka 7 1
Fantastic Children 1
Fate Stay Night 1
Fate/Stay Night (is it in NA yet?) 1
Final Fantasy: Unlimited 1
Full Metal Panic 1
Full Metal Panic The Second Raid 1
Gantz 1
Gestalt 1
Gintama 1
Gokudo 1
GTO 1
Gun X Sword 1
Gundam Seed 1
Gunparade March 1
Honey and Clover 1
Hoshizora Kiseki 1
Hunter X Hunter 1
Jojo's Bizzare Adventure 1
Kagihime 1
Lain 1
Legend of Basara 1
Mai HiME 1
Matantei Loki Ragnarok 1
Mirage of Blaze 1
Miyuki-Chan in Wonderland 1
Monster 1
More Ghibli/Miyazaki movies 1
more of the R2 series we were seeing 
like Honey and Clover 1
My (Mai?) HiME 1
Mythical Detective Loki Ragnarok 1
Noir 1
Now and Then Here and There 1
Otogizoushi 1

Panda-Z 1
Paradise Kiss 1
Piano 1
Prefectural Earth Defense Force 1
Princess Mononoke 1
Real Bout High School 1
Rozen Maiden 1
Rumiko Anthology 1
Rurouni Kenshin 1
sailor moon 1
Samurai 7 1
Samurai X: Trust and Betrayal 1
School Rumble (R2) 1
Seraphim Call 1
Shakugan No Shana 1
slayers 1
Spirited Away 1
Strawberry Panic 1
Studio Ghibli films 1
Triplets of Belleville 1
Tsukihime 1
xxxHolic 1 



Do you feel that any type of anime is underrepresented?(e.g. Classics, Mecha, Shoujo, 
etc.)  
N/A 
... 
hentai 
I don't know enough at this point to answer. 
Mecha 
Mecha 
Mecha 
Mecha, adventure, Shoujo 
not really 
Samurai 
Seems like a good mix. 
 
What should the club do during breaks?(e.g. Discussions, Video Shorts, Nothing, etc.)  
• Video shorts, discussions, video gaming, ANYTHING. Going to CTRL-A shows are 

becoming less and less worth it for me now. Watching anime at CTRL-A is becoming like 
watching anime at home; watch some for an hour or two, take a break, watch more...take 
another break...and do other things when I've seen enough. It's just not the same as it 
used to be a couple years ago. 

• Anime-related doses of gaming (for example, that Azumanga-beach-volleyball game, or 
Eternal Fighter Zero), or recap what happened previously for the shows about to be seen. 

• Discussion, Play anime music 
• discussions of the previous show(s) 
• Either nothing or video shorts are fine with me. 
• etc 
• Having some breaks that are just breaks are always good, but it would be nice to see some 

AMVs/other short videos thrown into the mix, the slide shows that were shown 
occassionally recapping series and providing club news were good too.  Ambient 
background music would be another possibility. 

• I like the video shorts and the slides. 
• Nothing. I mean, that's what breaks are for, right? 
• Nothing--let people talk to one another 
• Play music 
• Red vs Blue, videogames 
• Short anime videos, Free Pop(if possible),   
• shorts 
• Slides 
• video shorts and such 
• Video shorts, AMVs 
• video shorts, draws 
• video shorts, outtakes if available. 
• video shorts/music videos,  Red V.S. Blue 
 
Do you like the way that the shows are run or scheduled?Would you like to suggest a 
different format?(e.g. 4 shows per term, bi weekly only on Friday, ..... )  
• The format is alright, I just suggest doing something to get members more involved AT the 

shows. The lunch/dinner gatherings are great if you actually know people at CTRL-A. 
People like me, who may only know one or two because they're regulars like me, don't go 
to these outings because (to be blunt) it's just bloody akward, hanging out with people you 
don't really know. Make it more involved at the shows, thus giving motivation for people like 
me to go out to said gatherings. 

• Adding in an actually longer break on Friday so that people can go get food without 
missing anything would be nice.  I think it would be good to see some sampler slots on the 



schedule which might allow for some additional variety. 
• All is lovely.  More shows would mean I would start missing them.  Sometimes hard to 

devote four weekends a term as it is. 
• I think we shouldn't mess with things as they are just now. Wait for Summer term to fiddle 

with what we've got. 
• It's all good 
• It's fine 
• more shows per term, 6 would be great 
• no. 
• Personally, for me it would be great if the shows were only on Saturdays since I haven't 

been able to make it to Friday shows for the past year or more, because when I'm not 
having classes in Guelph 'til late afternoon, then I'm working the same throughout the 
summer in Cambridge. I know it's not the same for other people *shrug* I'm just thinking it's 
too bad I missed all the shows I did. 

• shows are run well 
• the format works well for me 
• Yah for schedule. 
• Yes 
 
Do you have any other points or suggestions concerning the shows?  
• I remember the exec's asking for recommendations on how to get more people out. My 

suggestion is the same as the previous answer; make it actually worth it for people to come 
out to CTRL-A shows, as opposed to just staying at home and watching the same titles.   
Get involved with the crowd during breaks, instead of just saying, "Okay we're taking a 
break, see you in ten." This could be through playing video shorts, having discussions (i.e. 
which series had the best/worst extras on their DVD's, etc.). Oh, and with CN Anime 
coming up Sept. 1-3, maybe plan something for that (i.e. talking with the people at Fan 
Expo about getting club members a discount/group rate, etc.) I don't know, just 
SOMETHING to make it worth for people coming out (other than Gemini Jetpack 
discounts).  

• ... 
• Just make sure that the line-up contains a variety of "good" shows from all different genres, 

so that we appeal to all of our potential audiences.  This can be problematic if the members 
that attend meetings don't represent the wide range of different anime fans.   (eg:  if those 
deciding the line-up don't like shounen-ai/yaoi, they aren't going to include those kinds of 
shows, and if they did, they probably wouldn't know which ones are actually good) 

• Let's prepare better in terms of actually having the discs for the things we want to show so 
we don't have last-minute substitutions. 

• More Shows!  
• Not any I can think of just now, but I express myself as clearly as I can at meetings 
• One thing I really liked is when on Saturdays the show would end with a movie. After all the 

series, it seems like such a great way to end the day. But lately it's been all about Project 
A-ko *shudder* and I've been leaving the club earlier than I usually do. 

• Smash Bros. contest every dinner break 
• Some incentive for volunteers could include a draw (or something) for a poster of the 

picture on the membership cards.  Larger posters with show schedules. 
• Try doing something other than video games during dinner break.  Have some other kind 

of contest or have a panel discussion or something.  Anything.  
•  
• How do you feel about the addition of social events for members?What would you 

like to do at such an event?  
• ?&42 ^ 
• As mentioned above, I don't go to the social events because I don't actually know anyone 

at the club, save a few familliar faces of the regulars. 
• Eat.  Sing.  Watch more stuff.  Have discussions.  See if we can get something in at Poets 



so we can have a beer with our anime. 
• Food is good at any event, especially if it's paid for by someone else, but it doesn't have to 

be. 
• Great idea.  I'm just sorry I haven't been able to make it out. 
• I keep forgetting to go to them. 
• I liek the idea.  
• I like ordering people around and telling them where to go to eat.  Seriously though, the 

dinners are good because they give members a chance to talk to one another.  Other 
activities that also possess that quality would probably be a good idea, although I can't 
think of any at the moment. 

• I personally don't intend to attend a social event for this club.  I'm not keen on discussing 
anime over lunch.  Perhaps some activities would improve the situation (video games, 
contests, etc). 

• I think social events would be great. Fun events like Karaoke Night or just a general social 
would be nice (or even something Genshiken-ish). 

• I think the lunches this term have been great and hope they continue.  It might be nice to 
see a few other things, like maybe an occassional social night. 

• I'd like to meet people I don't already know. 
• It's good. It provides additional social time for members. 
• Paintball, kareoke, picnic 
• Talk about anime that have been watched in the term. 
• The idea sounds great, but I live, work and go to school in other cities AND have troubles 

w/ transportation, which is why I most likely wouldn't be able to make. 
 
How do you feel CTRL-A is doing as a club?  
• Declining. As mentioned above, it's not worth the effort anymore to go out to CTRL-A 

shows, because the format is the same as if I were to watch anime at home; watch some 
anime, take a break, watch more, have dinner, etc. At least, this is would be my answer if 
anyone asked me why the CTRL-A membership is declining. 

• Club like... 
• Dying slowly and painfully, but I don't really care anymore. 
• Excellent.  
• Going Steady. 
• good 
• good, recruit more people by putting more posters around the city 
• I think it's doing fine, although it seems like we need fresh meat ^_~ 
• It could use a few more audience members 
• It seems to be the same little cadre that does everything.  Involve more people.  How to do 

this is still a mystery to me. 
• Not well, though surviving. 
• Obviously attendance was down this term but whether that was just because it was 

summer or due to lack of R2s or some other factor I don't know.  Whether or not this will 
become a trend might be clearer in the Fall term, though the club should do what it can to 
attract new members:  more advertising (such as in Imprint), social events, more activities 
at shows are all possibilities.  For me, personally, I've generally enjoyed what CTRL-A has 
been showing and enjoy attending shows so it's hard to say what the issues are. 

• poorly the past two terms 
• Poorly, but we can get better. 
• Poorly. Membership is dwindindling due to a lack of interest in the club. Why pay 8 bucks 

to see what we show, when it can be downloaded, borrowed or rented? A big screen is not 
a good enough answer; CTRL-A needs to start acting likea  club and not like a theatre. 

• Pretty good. Need to have more exciting advertising (and maybe promote meetings in a 
different way) 

• They're doing fine, to my knowledge. 



• We certainly could be doing better as far as members go, although the exec/volunteers 
seem to be holding up (so far...)  More advertisement might help, but we need to figure out 
how to better retain members as well. 

• We need more members. 
 
Do you have any other questions or comments you would like to make concerning the 
club?  
• Get the members more involed in activities.  
• I have fun at shows and I (mostly) like the folks that hang out there so keep up the good 

work. 
• Nah 
• no 
• No 
• Not that I can think of just now. 
• Please, PLEASE make going to CTRL-A shows more worth it.  
• Since i am unable to attend meetings I will take this opporuntity to offer my legally 

purchased dvds for the shows.  I have Those Who Hunt Elves Season 1&2, Space Pirate 
Miho Season 1, all the Mini Goddess Files, Rumiko Anthology, Real Bout High School, 
Usurei Yatsura first 25 DVDs.  Just contact me using my email several days before the 
show and I'll bring them.  bowerman@golden.net 

 


